
Tomahawk Lions Meeting 
Stroker’s 

August 10, 2015 
 
The meeting was called to order at 6:45.  

The meeting was opened in the usual way. 

We paused for dinner.   

Roll call was taken and a new guest, Jesse Bolder from WJJQ was introduced, plus he 
will be a new member application has been submitted and approved.   

No minutes were available. 

Scott Martin stated there was $2,152.91 in the administrative account. The first half of 
the payment has been made to LCI.  Two other accounts contain $31,653.19 and 
$7,090.   

Membership report:  Shelley has sent out bills.  If you owed for last year, you owe that 
plus this year’s dues. Marty Lemke is starting a new membership. There were no new 
letters to share. 

Old Bussiness: 

Thrilla on the Grilla: Kevin Koth reported there were nine contestants with the PCA 
Tomahawk Mill doubled up on their ribs doing 120 racks, they help make up for a team 
that withdrew due to trouble with their grill. The beverage and food stand deposited 
$2,232.00. 66 tickets were sold that day on the UTV. Next year we will have more 
participants because they are already showing interest. We waived a few 
reservations. The band was very good. Park City had contributed $400 for the bands on 
July 3rd and the Thrilla.  All the rib tickets were sold.  If we increase the number of tickets 
to 700 we would need to have an alternative plan in case of rain.  All rib vendors would 
be inside Sara Park with the cooking done outside. Jerry Crass suggested we cut down 
to 50 racks due to the count on ribs to eliminate any financial loss. Kevin also stated that 
the Start Here signage helped immensely in organizing the flow of the crowd. Jerry & 
Judy Crass, Pam Dallman, and Jo-Ski and others were stationed to help with boats, 
utensils, and napkins at the start. Kevin Koth stated we could use more helpers on these 
activities.  

We will also sell tickets for UTV when it is stationed at Inshalla Golf Course. You must 
have a ticket to be eligible for the hole in one contest. 26% of the tickets have been sold 
and $7,900.00 deposited.  KEEP SELLING! 

Fall Ride:  Mike Wenke might chair, and Kevin Imm would help. We would set up on 
Second Street. The Tavern League will be setting up on Main Street.  

Tickets are still available for Lions Camp drawing on Saturday August 15, 
2015. Whatever is not sold tonight to individuals they will be purchased by our group and 
Koth will send in the stubs for the drawing. 

New Business:  

July Fourth theme for 2016 will be Let Freedom Ring 

Raffle drawing winners were Tome Theiss cash, Cliff Nickolas free meal, and Jesse 
Bolder cash. 

Next meeting will be held August 24 at Lions’ Den. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:55 pm. 

Lee Hamlin, Secretary pro tem 


